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Research Article

The AFP machines have brought significant 
improvement on the manufacture of composite in terms 
of speed of material deposition, repeatability, good 
compaction, and reduction of waste [5]. But most AFP 
machines are designed for the manufacture of airframe 
components, which are usually shallow shells or tubes, and 
are not capable of handling some applications with more 
complex shapes. To be able to expand the manufacture 
capabilities of AFP machines in a simple and low cost 
way, it is necessary to increase the number of degrees of 
freedom of the robotic system. 

One way is using another manipulator to hold the 
mandrel to be manufactured. The advantages of the 
integrated AFP manufacturing work cell using two serial 
manipulators are the large workspace and the dexterity to 
lay the fiber to manufacture the more complex geometry 
like human arms. But the load carrying capacity and the 
precision positioning capability are rather poor due to 
the cantilever structure of the serial manipulator [6]. For 
the applications of AFP machine where high load carrying 
capacity and precise positioning are of paramount 
importance, an alternative to such serial manipulators 
manufacturing work cell is desirable.

With the better stiffness and precise positioning 
capability [7], a 6 degree of freedom (DOF) parallel robot 
is introduced to AFP machines and a spindle is mounted 
on the platform to hold the mandrel [8]. The collaborative 
AFP manufacturing workcell is expected to be able to 
manufacture more intricate components and improve 
the product rate of the manufacturing compared with the 
current AFP machine. To our best knowledge, there is no 
application using the collaborative system (constructed 
with one parallel robot, one serial robot and one rotary 
stage) for AFP. And the most of the reported collaborative 
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Introduction

Composite materials are being widely used in many 
areas such as aerospace, automobiles, wind turbines, 
civil infrastructures [1]. These materials are generally 
lightweight and offer attractive strength-to-weight and 
stiffness-to-weight ratios over the traditional structural 
materials, such as steel, aluminum [2]. However, the 
traditional methods of producing composite components 
involve manual lay-up and tape-laying. These processes 
are time-consuming, labor intensive and hazardous, with 
high-material scrap rate and low repeatability [3,4]. 
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robotic systems usually consist of two serial robots used in 
other machining applications. The research on the design 
and analysis of the collaborative robotic system consisting 
of two different robots for AFP is very rare. In this paper, a 
13 DOF collaborative AFP machine is designed by replacing 
the current 1 DOF mandrel holder with a 6-RSS (Revolute 
Spherical Spherical) parallel robot and collaborating with 
a 6DOF serial robot. This paper aims at investigating the 
feasibility of applying such collaborative machine for 
fiber placement manufacturing. Hence the research topics  
include kinematic modeling, workspace analyzing and 
path planning of this 13 DOF machine.

For the serial manipulator, the forward and inverse 
kinematics is well established. However, for the 6-RSS 
parallel manipulator, the forward kinematics poses a 
challenge due to the unique structure of fully parallel and 
closed kinematic chains. Moreover, there might be multiple 
solutions to the forward kinematic equations [10-12]. In 
this paper, the kinematic modeling of the designed system 
is carried out and the motion of the system is simulated 
in SimMecanics/Matlab. The inverse kinematic models of 
both serial and parallel manipulators are built for the path 
planning of fiber placement.

Finding the workspace free from singularities is very 
important for operating the collaborative AFP machine. 
One of the major disadvantages of parallel robot is the 
very limited and complicated workspace which is a highly 
coupled entity. Hence, for the parallel robots with more 
than three degree of freedoms, there will be no possible 
graphical illustration of the robot workspace. In the 
academic community, different types of subsets of the 
complete workspace are usually determined and the most 
popular one is the constant orientation workspace which 
is the three–dimensional volume that can be attained by 
a point of the mobile platform while the platform is kept 
at a constant orientation [14-16]. Therefore, in order to 
get a good understanding of the parallel robot’s complete 
workspace, a series of constant orientation workspaces for 
various orientations have to be studied. As the numerical 
methods, depending on the discretization step, give only 
an approximation of the shape of the workspace [17], 
the geometrical approaches are apparently faster, more 
intuitive, and accurate to analyze the workspace of parallel 
robots. The constant orientation workspace can be obtained 
by the intersection of six so-called vertex spaces and easily 
programmed in computer-aided design software such as 
Solid works [18-20]. In this paper, a geometrical method 
is used to analyze the workspace of the collaborative AFP 
machine and the singularity constraint condition is given 

for the parallel robot. 

The path planning for the two 6DOF robots is a key 
technique for the fibre placement. In this paper, the 
manufacturing process is decomposed across the two 
robots involved [25]. The path planning decomposition 
follows the basic principle, i.e. to keep the fiber placement 
tip perpendicular to the surface mandrel without causing 
any collision and singularities while the motions of both 
robots are kept as simple as possible to validate the 
developed modeling, workspace analysis and the path 
planning, a case study on three typical structures has been 
carried out and a simulation example for a bowl sample 
manufacturing is given to illustrate the mechanism of 
the designed collaborative AFP machine. The simulation 
results show that designed collaborative AFP machine 
could be able to enlarge the workspace to produce larger 
shape and simplify the path planning compared with the 
current AFP machine. Also, the designed machine can 
make the fiber placement process more flexible and can 
enhance the production efficiency.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
the collaborative model is built and simulated in 
SimMechanics/Matlab and the inverse kinematic models 
are established for trajectory planning. The analysis of 
workspace and singularities of parallel platform is given 
in Section 3. In Section 4, path planning decomposition 
for collaborative AFP machine is introduced. In Section 5, 
three study cases are presented and a simulation example 
of hemisphere (bowl) manufacturing is provided. Finally, 
the simulation results validate the effectiveness of the 
proposed collaborative AFP manufacturing machine.

System Modeling
Setup of the Collaborative AFP Machining System

The experimental setup of the collaborative AFP 
machine consists of one 6 DOF serial manipulator, one 
6 degree of freedom parallel robot and a spindle is 
mounted on the platform, as shown in Figure 1. The serial 
manipulator is Denso 6-Axis robot, model VP6242G, 
supplied with Quanser open architecture control module 
which has all capabilities of an industrial system and is 
interfaced to QUARC. The fiber processing head will be 
attached to the robot’s end effector. The 6-RSS parallel 
robot we used is Electric Motion System, model 710LP-
6-500-220, provided by Servo & Simulation Inc., which 
contains six identical kinematic chains connecting the 
base and the moving platform. Each connecting chain is 
composed of one horizontal revolute joint mounted on the 
base and two spherical joints. The motors and encoders 
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Figure 1: The collaborative AFP machine.

are located at the revolute joints on the base. The one 
degree of freedom spindle consists of one rotary stage 
and one three jaw chuck. The rotary stage we used is 
AGR75-NC-9DU-BMS-R-3 with soloist CP controller from 
Aerotech Inc., which is mounted on the upper platform of 
the parallel robot. The three-jaw chuck is attached to the 
rotary stage to hold the mandrel. The pose of the mandrel 
can be controlled by the parallel robot.

The working principle of the collaborative AFP machine 
mimics the process of two hands lay-up. The serial robot 
holding the fiber process head is served as one hand.  
Through this hand, the tows fed from the fiber processing 
head are laid onto the mandrel. The parallel manipulator 
holding the mandrel by the three-jaw chuck is served 
as the other hand. The rotary axis of three-jaw chuck is 
perpendicular to the upper platform of parallel robot. 
The pose of the mandrel can be adjusted by the parallel 
robot. During the fiber placement process, the end effector 
of serial robot must be orientated in such a way that the 
pressure of fiber processing head’s compaction roller 
always be normal to the surface of mandrel.

SimMechanics Model of the Collaborative AFP Machine

The main objective of this paper is to investigate the 
feasibility of applying the designed collaborative AFP 
machine to structure manufacturing. To achieve this 
objective, we use Matlab/SimMechanics to build the 
kinematic model for validating the subsequent workspace 
analysis and path planning.  SimMechanics software is a 
block diagram modeling environment for the engineering 
design and simulation of rigid body machines and their 
motions, which interfaces seamlessly with Simulink and 
MATLAB. The visualization tools of SimMechanics software 

display and animate simplified standard geometries of 3 
dimension machines, before and during simulation. Figure 
2 shows the SimMechanics model of the collaborative AFP 
machine. The top part is the SimMechanics model of Stewart 
platform. The six identical kinematic chains connect the 
base and the moving platform. In each connecting chain, the 
proximal link is connected to the base by a revolute joint. 
The ends of the distal link are connected the proximal link 
and the moving platform by two spherical joints. Six drive 
signals are input to the actuator port of the six revolute 
joints. In addition, a spindle is mounted on the platform, 
connected by a revolute joint, to hold the mandrel. The 
bottom part of the figure shows the SimMechanics model 
of Denso Robot. Six revolute joints containing drive signals 
connect seven components including the end effector. The 
bases of the Stewart platform model and Denso Robot 
model are welded together. The positions and orientations 
of the two end effectors of  the Stewart platform and the 
manipulator are measured by the sensors and output for 
further simulation.

The Inverse Kinematics Analysis of Collaborative AFP 
Machine

Inverse Kinematic of Serial Robot: The serial 
robot model is built based on Denso Robot. The (D-H) 
Denavit–Hartenberg parameters, which represent the 
four parameters associated with a particular convention 
for attaching reference frames to the links of robot 
manipulator, are shown in Table 1.

There are multiple solutions to the inverse kinematics 
of a serial link manipulator. The shortest distance rule is 
used to choose a solution closest to the current manipulator 
[9], shown in Equation  (1).
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Figure 2: Simulation Modelof the Parallel Robot.

Table 1: Link Parameters.

D-H 1iα − 1ia − 1d 1θ

1 0 0 0 1θ

2 -90° 0 0 2θ 2-90°

3 0 3l 0 3θ

4 -90° 3l z 45l 4θ

5 90° 0 0 5θ

6 -90° 0 0 6θ

Where ( , , )
i i ii A A AA X Y Z , 753l mmz = , 21045l mm= .

6 2min ( ) , 1, 2,3, 4
1

nni ii
θ θ θ= − =∑

=                           

(1)

where iθ is the rotational angle of the i joint,  niθ is the 
n solution.

Inverse Kinematic of Parallel Robot

The inverse kinematics of parallel robot is commonly 
used for trajectory generation. As described above, the 
inverse kinematics of the 6-RSS parallel robot is the 
mapping from the position and orientation of the end 
effect to the actuator angles, referring to the mechanism 
shown in Figure 3.

The end of each proximal link in the identical kinematic 
chain is connected to one of the six vertices of the base, 
point iA . The coordinates of these points ( , , )

i i ii A A AA X Y Z
in terms of the base frame O are fixed and the values are 
shown in Equation 2. 

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1/ 2( ) 0 - 3 / 6( - )

1/ 2 0 3 / 6( 2 )

1/ 2 0 3 / 6( 2 )

-1/ 2( ) 0 - 3 / 6( - )

-1/ 2 0 3 / 6(2 )

1/ 2 0 3 / 6(2 )

A A A

A A A

A A A

A A A

A A A

A A A

A X Y Z b d b d

A X Y Z b b d

A X Y Z b b d

A X Y Z b d b d

A X Y Z d b d

A X Y Z d b d

 = + 
 = + 
 = − − + 
 = + 
 = + 
 = +       

(2)

where b and d are the side lengths of the base semi-
regular hexagon. The vectors along line iOA are denoted 
as ia .
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The lengths of all proximal links are equal and denoted by r

and the vector is defined as [ ]cos 0 sin T
i ir θ θ=r  

. The connected points of the distal links and the proximal 

links are referred to as iB . The horizontal rotational 
angles iθ  are controlled by the motors at revolute joints. 

The vectors along line iOB in terms of the base frame O  
are denoted by ib  , shown in Equation 3.

[ ]cos 0 sin T
i i i ir θ θ= +b a                

(3)

Then the top ends of the distal links in the connecting 
chains are connected to the six vertices of the mobile 
platform, which are denoted as point iT . The coordinates 
of these points ( , , )

i i ii T T TT x y z with respect to the upper 
frame 'O are fixed, shown in Equation (4).

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1/ 2( ) 0 3 / 6( - )

1/ 2 0 - 3 / 6(2 )

-1/ 2 0 - 3 / 6(2 )

-1/ 2( ) 0 3 / 6( - )

-1/ 2 0 3 / 6( 2 )

1/ 2 0 3 / 6( 2 )

T T T

T T T

T T T

T T T

T T T

T T T

T x y z a c a c

T x y z c a c

T x y z c a c

T x y z a c a c

T x y z a a c

T x y z a a c

 = + 
 = + 
 = + 
 = + 
 = + 
 = +            

(4)

Where a and c are the side lengths of the top semi-
regular hexagon. The vectors along line ' iO T are denoted 
as it  with respect to the upper platform. These coordinates 
vary in terms of the base frame when the platform moves. 
The position of the upper platform with respect to the 
base frame is defined by vector c , along the line 'OO . The 
vectors along lines 

iOT are denoted by i i= +d c Rt , which 
are the coordinates of all vertices of the upper platform 

with reference to the base frame ( )i i iT T TX Y Z . The 

transformation matrix R , defined by three Euler angles, 
describes the orientation of the upper platform.

The unit vector along distal links L  are denoted by in
, which is

i i iL = + − −n c Rt a r                            (5)
By taking the square of both sides of Equation (5), one 

has

( ) ( )2 T
i i i iL = + − − + − −c Rt a r c Rt a r

            (6)
And

( )22 2 2 T
i i i iL r= − + − −d a d a r

           (7)

From the vector r  and the vertices coordinates of 
points iA  and iT  with reference to the base frame, Eq. (7) 
reduces to

( ) ( )
2 2 2

cos sin
2i i i i

i i
T A i T A i

r L
X X Z Z

r
θ θ

− + −
− + − =

d a

             (8)And
2 2 2

sin 2 2

p z x x z pi i i i i i
i ix zi i

θ γ
± + −

= =
+

                

(9)

2 2 2
cos 2 2

p x z x z pi i i i i i
i ix zi i

θ ρ
+ −

= =
+



        

 (10)

( )tan 2 ,ai i iθ γ ρ=              (11)

where 
i ii T Ax X X= − ,

i ii T Az Z Z= − , and
2 2 2

2
i i

i

r L
p

r
− + −

=
d a . 

The inequality 2 2 2 0i i ix z p+ − ≥ holds. And [ ],iθ π π∈ − is 

the solution to the inverse kinematics [13].

Workspaces and Singularities Analysis of 
Collaborative AFP machine
Geometrical Approach for the Workspace Analysis of 
Parallel Robot

In this paper, the three–dimensional workspace can be 

attained by keeping a center point ' ( , , )o x y z of the 

mobile platform at a constant orientation. In order to get 

the position points of 'o , the transformation matrix 
b
pT is 

defined as

0 0 0 1

b
p

x
y

T
z

 
 
 =
 
 
 

R




, and the position of points iT  

in terms of the base frame O  is obtained as 

i i

i i

i i

(1,1)
(2,1)
(3,1)

0 0 0 1 11 1

T T

T T

T T

X xx M x
Y yy M y

z M zZ z

    +   
      +      = =      +
      
         

R




              

  (12)

where [ ]'x y z  is the position of center point 
'o  in terms of the base frame O , R  is the orientation 

matrix between the mobile platform and the base 
frame mentioned above, which is constant in this case,

[ ](1,1) (2,1) (3,1) TM M M is determined by rotation 
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matrix R , which is also constant in this case.

So, Eq. (6) could be rewritten as
2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )i i ix x y y z z L− + − + − =           (13) 

In fact, the solution of Equation 13 is six clusters of 
spherical, where the radius is L , the spherical center is

( , , )i i i iO x y z , which varies with the change of actuator 

angles iθ .

Take 1O  for example, from Equation 13 and 12, 

11 1- (1,1) cos( / 6 )Bx X M r pi θ= + × +            (14)

11 - (2,1)By Y M=             (15)

11 1- (3,1) - sin( / 6 )Bz Z M r pi θ= ⋅ +          (16)

From Equation 14 and Equation 16, one has

1

1

1 1

1 1

cos( / 6 ) - (1,1)

sin( / 6 ) - (3,1)
B

B

r pi x X M

r pi z Z M

θ

θ

⋅ + = +

⋅ + = +
         

(17)

as [ ],iθ π π∈ − .

Thus, one has
2

1
2 2

1 11( ) ( )o ox z z rx− + − =          (18)
Where

11 (1,1)Box X M= −             (19)

11 (3,1)Boz Z M= −           (20)

And 1ox , 1oz  and 1y  are only dependent upon the 
orientation matrix of the mobile platform R , Equation 
18  represents a circle with the center point ( , )oi oi oiO x z
, the radius r  in xz  plane and the height 1y  in the 3D 
Cartesian space. Therefore, for a given orientation R
, Equation 13 represents six clusters of spherical whose 

center points ( , , )i i i iO x y z locate on the circles with the 

center points ( , )oi oi oiO x z , the radius r  and the height 1y . 

When r L≥ , one cluster of spheres defined by Equation 
13 is a torus shown in Figure 4. In the case where we have 

r L< , and  40 , 160r mm L mm= = , one cluster of spheres 
could be represented as a vertex space shown in Figure 5A. 
For a given orientation of the mobile platform with Euler 
angles 0φ θ ψ= = =  , the workspace of the parallel robot 
can be obtained as the intersection of the six vertex spaces 
shown in Figure 5B.

Using the SimMechanics model, the limitation of Euler 

angles of the mobile platform min max min max min max, , , , ,φ φ θ θ ψ ψ
can be tested. Six sets of constant-orientation workspaces 
with six limitations Euler angles could be defined using 
the above method. The test results for the 6-RSS parallel 
platform are shown in Table 2.

The maximum workspace could be found as the 
intersection of all constant-orientation workspaces for any 
angle between[ ]min maxφ φ ,[ ]min maxθ θ  and [ ]min maxψ ψ .

Figure 3: The Parallel Robot Mechanism.
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Figure 4: The Section View of Cluster of Spheres.

Figure 5: Workspace of Parallel Robot with given orientation.

Table 2: The Limitation of Euler Angles.

Euler Angles Min (rad) Max (rad)

φ -0.110 0.110

θ -0.186 0.186

ψ -0.112 0.112

Singularities Analysis of Parallel Robot

The parallel robot will lose its designated motion and 
working capability if the singularities are not excluded 
from its working area. Thus, the singularities analysis is 
one of the main concerns of system design using parallel 
robots [21].

Differentiating Equation (6) with respect to time

[ ]( )sin 0 cos 0TT
i i i i iL r θ θ θ+ − − =n c Rt 



       
(21)

and substituting Equation  5, to Equation 21, one can 
obtain

cos

sin

X X rT A ii i
L Y Yi T Ai i

Z Z rT A ii i

θ

θ

 − −
 
 = −
 

− −  

n

             

(22) 

( ) ( )cos sinθ θ θ
  × = −    





TT
i i i i i i i iL r z xb

c
n t n

ω        
(23)

The above equation can be simplified and written in 
matrix form using Equation (9) and Equation (10)

( )

( )

2 2 2
1 1 1

2 2 2
6 6 6

01 1 1

0
6 6 6

 
×    + −

  
=   

  
+ −    ×

 





  



TT
x z p

L r
T x z pT

n t nb
è

n t nb

υ

   

(24)

where ω is the angular velocity of the upper platform.

 =  

TT Tcυ ω . 1 2 6θ θ θ =  
   



T
θ  is the vector 

of active joint rates. itb  is it expressed in base frame. 
Eq.(24) can be written as

Aυ = Aθ           (25)

where two matrices A and B are referred to as Jacobian 
matrices. The first, second and third kinds of singularities 
occur when matrix B is singular, matrix A is singular and 
matrices A and B are simultaneously singular respectively 
[22]. 

For the first kind of singularity, the determinant of 

matrix det(B) 0=  which means one (or some) of i iT B is 

perpendicular to the instantaneous velocity of iB , or i iT B
happens to projecting onto the i iA B in xoz  plane. The 

sufficient and necessary condition for det(B) = 0 is “the 

ball with a center iT  tangents to the circle with a center 

iA  in the single point iB  ”.  Figure 6 shows three kinds 

of tangent, where Figure 6a-b shows the situation that the 
only one inverse kinematic solution exists in ith chain. The 
numbers of inverse kinematic solution as shown in Figure 

6a-b or the coordinate of iA as shown in Figure 6 can be 

used directly as a constraint for the first kind of singularity.

Based on line geometry [23], the second kind of 
singularity occurs when the orientation vector of the 
forces and torques acted on the end effector are coupling 
to each other. In other word, real singularity for 6-RSS 
parallel robot occurs when det( ) 0=A . Normally, the 
sign of det( )A  is an effect judgment constraint for the 
first kind of singularity in the engineering application. 
Unfortunately, the existence of degenerate singularity 
may overthrow this constraint. To avoid the perturbation 
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from degenerate singularity surface, the Cauchy Index of 
A can be add to determine the singularity based on the 
conclusion of [24]. Then for any two very closing points 

1 2,p p N∈ , the singularity constraint condition is given 

as follows

1. 1 2
0p p∆ − ∆ =A A , line 1 2p p  still in a simple connected 

domain;

2. 1 2
2∆ − ∆ =p p

A A , line 1 2p p  cross a non-degenerate 

singularity surface;

3. 1 2
2p p∆ − ∆ >A A , and in line 1 2p p , min det( ) 0=A , line 

1 2p p  cross a degenerate singularity surface.

Where 
1p∆A is Cauchy index of det( )A  in  the  point i , N is 

the workspace of 6-RSS parallel robot.

Where 
1p∆A is Cauchy index of det( )A  in the point 1p ,

N is the workspace of 6-RSS parallel robot.

Workspace of Collaborative AFP Machine

As the workspace for the serial robot has been well 
studied in the literature, we can find the workspace of 
collaborative AFP machine as shown in Figure 7.

The workspace of the parallel robot is the constant-

orientation workspace with the Euler angles 0φ θ ψ= = = 

. The workspace of the Denso robot is defined as the 
intersect point of the last three joint axes.

Path Planning Decomposition for Collaborative 
AFP Machine

Multi robots system can meet the flexibility and 
adaptability needs during manufacturing processes. It 

can be defined by decomposing the overall process across 
tasks, across robots or hybrid. Our collaborative AFP 
machine is robot based decomposition whose individual 
self contained entities are the robots involved in the whole 
process [25].

Path Planning Composition Algorithm

Path planning decomposition defines the trajectory 
of each robot independently to avoid collision with each 
other. However, due to our application, the pressure of 
fiber processing head’s compaction roller must be normal 
to the surface of mandrel and the axis of the compaction 
roller should always keep perpendicular to the trajectory 
path during the manufacturing processes. The mandrel is 
mounted on the rotary stage which is fixed on the upper 
platform of parallel robot. It indicates that the relative 
attitudes between the end-effectors of two robots are fixed. 
As shown in Figure 8, when there is translation movement 

from the original point of parallel robot’s end effector _ PO
to _ 'PO , the original point of serial robot’s end effector 

Figure 6: Geometric Relationship of Singularities.

Figure 7: The Cross-Sectional View of the Workspace of Collaborative 
AFP Machine.
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_ DO  needs to move to _ 'DO  with the same distance. When 

there is orientation movement from the original point of 

parallel robot’s end effector _ 'PO  to _ "PO , the original 

point of serial robot’s end effector _ 'DO  needs to move 

to _ "DO  in the reference of original point _ 'PO  with the 

same angle, which keeps the relative pose between the 
two end-effectors the same. Subjected to such constrain, 
the collaborative robot will be free of collision between 
the two robots during manufacturing processes.  If the 
desired path is determined, the relative pose between the 
two end-effectors cannot be changed. When one of the end 
effector reaches its pose limitation, the other end effector 
can offset the gap between such limitation and the desired 
pose, which improves the manufacturing ability of the AFP 
machine. 

The basic principle of decomposing the multi robot 
system is to keep the fiber placement tip perpendicular 
to the surface mandrel without causing any collision 
and singularities while the motions of both robots are 
kept as simple as possible. Based on the analyses above, 
the desired path planning can be decomposed to the 
trajectory of serial robot, rotary movement of rotary stage 
and the adjust movement of parallel robot. For example, 
the spiral curve can be decomposed to rotary movement 
for rotary stage and line for serial robot. The orientation 
of the serial robot’s end effector α  should always be the 
same as the desired path shown in Figure 9. The plane 
curve can be decomposed to translation the movement 
for the end effector of parallel robot with orientation β

and the line for serial robot with orientationω , where β
,ω  can be either constant or variable angle based on the 
manufacturing case and satisfy the equation α β ω= + , as 
shown in Figure 10.

For general situation, in order to simplifying the 
decomposition process, we normally let the parallel robot 
hold still. We only control the parallel robot to offset the gap 
between the desired path and the actual path to improve 
the accuracy and to compensate the pose limitation of 
serial robot when it encounter unreachable points. 

Path Planning Model of Collaborative AFP Machine

Figure 11 shows the simulation model of path planning 
in SimMechanics. At the left side of the diagram block, with 
the parameter inputs, the block “Trajectory Generator” 
generates the desired positions and orientations of the 
working frames for both parallel robot and Denso robot as 
well as the desired rotation of mandrel. Then, the desired 
positions and orientations are transferred to matrix. With 
the inputs of the matrices, the relative values for each leg 
and the rotation are calculated by the inverse kinematics 
blocks. And the movements in the SimMechanics are 

Figure 8: The Relative Movement between the two End-effectors.

Figure 9: The Decomposition of Spiral Curve.

Figure 10: The Decomposition of Plane Curve.
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Figure 11: Simulation Model of Path Planning.

actuated based on such values. In the SimMechanics 
model, the positions and orientations of the tool frame for 
the two robots are measured by the sensors and the values 
of the motors’ encoders are outputted as the feedback for 
the controller. The running simulation in SimMechanics is 
shown as Figure 12.

Case Study

To illustrate the mechanism of the designed 
collaborative fibre placement machine, we present the 
examples for the bowl manufacturing, which consists of 

plane surface and curved surface, and Y shape structure 
manufacturing.

Case One: Plane Surface

In order to generate the paths for fibre layup, the initial 
path must be formulated first. The next path is found by 
perpendicularly offsetting the initial path along the surface 
by the required offset distance, the total width of tows for 
multiple tows layup. The offset path should be extended to 
the boundary when it does not reach the surface boundary 
or the offset path falls outside the range of the mold [2].

For a given free form shaped structure, the initial path 
is formulated by the surface plane intersection strategy. 

The major axis , ,
T

x y zM M M M =    is specified to 

pass through the point , ,
T

x y zX X X X =   , and then a 

projection , ,
T

x y zP P P P =    of the major axis forms the 

reference plane

( ), , 0P x y z ax by cz d= + + + =
           (26)

Where[ ], , Ta b c M P= × , and [ ], , Td X a b c= − ⋅ .

The surface plane intersection equation can be formed Figure 12: Simulation in SimMechanics.
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by substituting the parametric equation of the mold surface 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , ,
T

S u v x u v y u v z u v=    into Equation 26,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , 0f u v ax u v by u v cz u v d= + + + =     (27)

which is defined by the set of parameters u  and v  .

By solving Equation 27, the coordinates of the 

intersection points ( ),u v  are obtained. In this case of 

producing the plane surface of the bowl, the initial path is 

a straight line on the -x z  plane, shown in Figure 13A.

To achieve a uniform AFP path over a mold, the 
neighbouring paths must be offset along the surface a 
distance of the total width of tows in a perpendicular 
direction from the given path. For the free form shaped 
structure, the offset direction at one point is actually a 
curve, which is along the mold and perpendicular to the 
reference path at that point. This curve is formulated by 
surface plane intersection strategy as well. However, for 
the plane surface case, the offset direction is along x  
direction on -x z  plane, as shown in Figure 13B.  

Normally, there are two reasons for the incomplete 
offset. The first is that the offset points fall outside the 
range of the mold. The other reason is that the original 
points are not on the mold. The offset path should be 
extended to the boundary by calculating the extrapolated 
points and adding them to the existing points when it does 
not reach the surface boundary, illustrated in Figure 13B.

As mentioned above, the roller mounted on the end 
effector of the serial robot must be always normal to the 
mold surface. Calculating the position and orientation of 
the roller at any moment in the AFP process are necessary. 
The decomposing process of this case is that: the parallel 
robot holds still; the trajectory for the end effector of the 
serial robot is parallel lines and the orientation of the roller 

on the serial robot is along y  direction; rotary stage rotates 
the mold with required angle to change the orientation of 
tow for different layers.

Case Two: Curved Surface

For the curved surface of the bowl, the planning path 
for the end effector of the serial robot is formulated by the 
surface plane intersection strategy, shown in Figure 14. 

The Frenet Frame at the offset point could be defined as

1 1 1 1
'( )
'( )

T

x y z
te e e
t

 = = 
ce
c           

(28)

2 2 2 2
( )
( )

T

x y z
te e e
t

 = = 
ne
n             

(29)

3 3 3 3 2 1( ) ( )
T

x y ze e e t t = = × e e e
         (30)

where 1e  is the unit vector tangent to the curve; 2e is the 
normal unit vector which guarantees the roller would 
always be normal to the mold surface; 3e is the bi-normal 
unit vector which is the offset direction in this case.

The decomposing process of this case is that: the roller 
moves to one point with the orientation shown in Figure 
14 and maintains still while the rotary stage rotates one 
circle. Then, the roller offsets to the next point along 
vector 3e with the total width tow width and repeats the 
operation until the producing process completes.

Case Three: Y-Shape

As to the Y-shape surface, Figure 15 shows the 
decomposing process of wrapping two branches without 
cutting, which can be decomposed to trajectory of serial 
robot and rotary movement of rotary stage. 2e is the 
normal unit vector which guarantees the roller would 
always benormal to the mold surface. After finishing 
wrapping from branch A  to branch B , another layer is 
wrapped from branch B  to branch C . Then, a new layer 
is started from branch C  to branch A  and the wrapping 
cycle is kept like this.

Simulation in SimMechanics for Bowl Manufacturing

To illustrate the designed collaborative AFP machine 
for manufacturing composite structure with difference 
complex shapes, the simulation of the collaborative AFP 
on manufacturing a bowl structure is conducted and the 
feasibility and the advantages of the proposed collaborative 
system is validated. 

The path planning equations are input into the 
“trajectory generator” block in SimMechanics to Figure 13: The Path Planning for the Plane Surface.
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decompose the desired trajectory into control signals for 
serial robot, parallel robot and rotary stage separately, as 
shown in Figure 11. The positions and orientations of the 
end effectors of the serial robot and the parallel robot are 
acquired by the sensors in the SimMechanics mold. The 
path planning of AFP machine is illustrated in Figure 13 
and Figure 14 for bowl manufacturing.

Figure 16A shows the path planning of AFP machine 

when the parallel robot remains still where _OP  represents 

the initial point of the serial robot’s tool coordinate 

system, _ DC  is the planning path of the serial robot, _ PO  

is the tool frame of the parallel robot, _ DO is the tool frame 

of the serial robot, the direction _ DZ always be maintained 

normal to the mold surface, R represents the radius of 

the bowl, _1t , _ 2t  indicate the two producing processes 

for plane surface and curved surface. Due to the limitation 
of the AFP machine’s workspace, the largest radius of the 
bowl the AFP machine could manufacture is 62R mm=  in 

SimMechanics. By adding the compensation of the parallel 

robot, the biggest radius is enlarged to 75R mm= , as shown 

in Figure 16B. The tool frame _' PO  of the parallel robot 

is obtained by rotating the initial frame _ PO  about X
axis by 4 and translating it 13 mm  in y direction, 8 mm  

in z direction. The simulation process in SimMechanics is 
shown in Figure 17.

Results Analysis

The simulation results indicate that the collaborative 
AFP machine could be able to enlarge the workspace to 
produce larger shape. Furthermore, with more degree-of-
freedom, the AFP machine could simplify the path planning. 
In the simulation for producing the curved surface, only a 
simple two dimension curve is needed for the planning 
path of the serial robot instead of more complicated space 
curve for the current AFP. For a more complicated curved 
surface such as the blade of engine, the planning path 
could be decomposed into two simpler curves operated 

Figure 14: The Trajectory Planning for the Curved Surface.

Figure 15: The Decomposition for Y-ShapeTrajectory.

Figure 16: The Planning Path for the Bowl Producing.

Figure 17: The Simulation Process in SimMechanics.
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by the parallel robot and serial robot respectively in the 
collaborative AFP machine. In addition, the proposed AFP 
machine could manufacture both the plane surface and 
the curved surface without changing any equipment in the 
simulation process, which makes the producing process 
more flexible and enhances the production efficiency and 
process adaptability.

The position repeatability of Denso Robot is 

0.02 mm±  the accuracy of parallel robot determined from 

the actuator encoder accuracy is 1 mm± . The accuracy of 

the collaborative AFP machine also depends on that of fi-

ber processing head. Assuming the accuracy of fiber pro-

cessing head is higher than 1 mm± ; the accuracy of the col-

laborative AFP is expected to be around 1 mm± .

Conclusion

In this paper, a collaborative AFP machine is proposed 
which consists of a 6-RSS parallel platform, a 6 degree of 
freedom manipulator and a spindle. The inverse kinematic 
models for the serial robot and the parallel platform are 
established for path planning. The workspaces of both 
parallel robot and the collaborative AFP machine are 
analyzed using geometrical method. The path planning 
decomposition for the collaborative AFP machine is 
proposed and the path planning model is implemented 
in the SimMechanics. A case study on the structures with 
three typical shapes has been conducted and a simulation 
example for the manufacturing of a bowl is provided. The 
SimMechanics simulation results show that, with more 
degree of  freedom, the proposed collaborative AFP machine 
could enlarge the manufacture workspace, simplify the 
trajectory planning and enhance the production efficiency.

Further work will include applying the design and 
analysis results to an industrial collaborative AFP machine 
with fibre placement head.  
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